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BENEFITS OF A MODERN OVERFILL PREVENTION SYSTEM 
REGARDING TIME, SAFETY & COSTS

Practical experiences

Bottom loading for tank vehicles for supplying petrol stations 

has proven to be a reliable and effi cient technology for over 

50 years. It enables high-speed fi lling with typically 2300 l/

min of various fuel products simultaneously, increases work 

safety for truck drivers and protects the environment by me-

ans of a vapour recovery system. The technology is primarily 

standardised based on API RP 1004 recommendations and 

further specifi ed by international regulations and standards, 

e.g. European Directive 94/63/EC and CENELEC standard 

EN 13922. Essential to bottom loading applications is the 

overfi ll prevention system with the overfi ll prevention con-

troller being the central unit.

Even though bottom loading is used worldwide as an indus-

trial practice, there are still some ineffi ciencies and poten-

tial hazards by using inadequate equipment or misdirected 

processes. With relation to the crucial overfi ll prevention sys-

tem, the following practical experiences describe the daily 

situations at truck loading terminals on fuel storage depots 

and refi neries:

1. The truck driver does not get a permissive when connec-

ting the overfi ll prevention system, the loading bay is blocked 

and the supervisor must rush to the bay in order to get the 

situation solved. In this case it would be essential to give the 

truck driver immediate information to enable him solving the 

problem on his own. Besides, all relevant data from the instal-

led equipment should be available at the supervisor’s control 

room, so that he can assess the situation and dispatch requi-

red action. When considering to operate a terminal complete 

manless, full data transfer is a compulsory premise.

2. Quite often poor maintained or even manipulated tank 

trucks put the whole terminal at a risk. Obviously such ve-

hicles should be banned from loading, but not every overfi ll 

prevention installation is capable to detect common inade-

quateness like for instance faulty or bridged level sensors or 

not wired grounding connections. Even worse, some installa-

tions invite to ignore maintenance backlogs or to circumvent 

missing release pre-conditions by offering a bypass key for 

enforcing fi lling release nonetheless. 

3. The truck driver is in a hurry and forgets to disconnect the 

truck connector plug of the overfi ll prevention controller. A 

drive-away with attached connection results in a dangerous 

situation and goes along with costly damages at the loading 

gantry and a long-term breakdown. Even when the truck dri-

ver loosen the connection correctly, it often happens that the 

plug drops to the ground and is not stored at a safe position. 

When the next truck runs over the connecting cable, in most 

cases the cable will break and needs to be replaced. Until the 

cable will be exchanged, the loading gantry cannot be used. 

Get an overview of the advantages you can have by using an enhanced overfi ll prevention system for bottom 
loading vehicles

Truck driver operating at bottom loading

Modern overfi ll prevention controllers help to improve situa-

tions described above and increase safety and effi ciency of 

loading terminals.

Basics of overfi ll prevention for bottom loading 
vehicles

When liquid fuels are loaded into tank vehicles, the mass 

fl ow to each tank compartment is controlled by a pre-set 

loading meter. When the pre-set quantity is accomplished, 

the loading meter actuates a control valve to stop loading. To 

disarm situations like the following 

false determination of the residual fi lling capacity

operating errors by the truck driver at the loading 

computer

technical errors on the loading pre-set or the primary 

shut-off valve

■  
■

■  
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The existing standards require the overfill prevention control-

ler to be wired to the upper loading control system by a simple 

binary contact output stating “permissive” or “non-permissi-

ve” for the loading process. The failure-proof permissive signal 

is only available, when all level sensors are dry, the electrosta-

tic grounding is established and the vapour recovery hose is 

properly connected. In case of a factual overfilling, the display 

of the overfill prevention controller shall indicate which com-

partment is overfilled. As well, “non-permissive” state should 

be present if the other two pre-conditions (proper grounding 

and correct connection of the vapour recovery hose) are not 

given. 

Consecutive to the basic standards, the requirements by tank 

farm operators have progressed towards more sophisticated 

features on overfill prevention controllers, to ease installation 

and maintenance procedures, to improve the management 

of the facility and to make loading bay operations more effi-

cient.

Advantages of an enhanced overfill prevention system

1. Connecting bottom loading vehicles to the overfill  
      prevention controller

Bottom loading vehicles according to EN 13922 or API RP 

1004 standard are in the field using tanks with up to 8 or 12 

an independent secondary shut-off control system is  

mandatory at bottom loading gantries. The main tasks of this 

so called Overfill Prevention System is to prevent that the 

maximum filling level of a tank compartment gets exceeded 

and to avoid a product spill and subsequent dangerous si-

tuations. Worldwide overfill prevention installations on tank 

trucks and loading gantries for bottom loading are mostly 

performed according to either API RP 1004 (US standard) or 

EN 13922 (European standard). Besides monitoring the safe 

filling of liquid fuels, this system conducts the electrostatic 

grounding and assures a proper connection to the vapour 

recovery system during the loading process. Level sensors 

inside the compartments on top of the truck are connected 

to the overfill prevention controller, that monitors the filling 

by a standard plug and socket connection between truck 

and stationary controller located directly at the filling gan-

try. The level sensors inside the compartments are positio-

ned in such a way that once a sensor gets immersed in li-

quid, product flow stops immediately before a compartment 

gets overfilled, which would risk a spilling of the liquid into 

the environment or even worse, cause the compartment to 

burst. When a sensor senses liquid, the controller automati-

cally shuts down the filling process for all compartments to 

prevent possible hazards or any harm to the truck and the 

loading bay. 

Scheme of an overfill prevention system
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compartments. For detecting an overfi lling, each compart-

ment is equipped with a separate level sensor. Suitable type 

of sensors are NTC (negative temperature coeffi cient) ther-

mistor sensors, optical sensors or other compatible devices, 

which provide a standardised signal to the stationary control 

unit. Wiring of the sensor system may be a 5-wire or a 2-wire 

connection to a standardised truck socket on the vehicle for 

connecting it to the overfi ll prevention controller. This inter-

face socket has 10 or 6 electrical pins encoded with a 3J or 

4J bayonet coupling, depending on the applied overfi ll pre-

vention standard. In addition, bottom loading vehicles shall 

provide a vapour recovery hose interlock switch as well as an 

earth static bonding connection from the vehicle chassis to 

the truck socket.

“non-permissive” to stop loading of all compartments) to the 

process control system and a corresponding optical signal-

ling to the operator. To obtain a safe loading process a nor-

mally open output contact shall be “non-permissive” and 

switch to “permissive” only when all pre-conditions are ful-

fi lled (static bonding connection verifi ed, all sensors dry, no 

overfi ll prevention system malfunction). Analog control out-

puts and data interfaces must be explosion-proof for gas ha-

zardous areas. 

Connected bottom loading equipment

Enhanced solution by TIMM‘s Overfi ll Prevention Control-
ler EUS-2: 

The advanced EUS-2 stationary control unit provides fully 

automatic detection of the vehicle installation, such as the 

wiring of connected sensor system (2-wire or 5-wire), the type 

of sensors (optical or thermistor type) and the type of groun-

ding (resistive or via ground recognition device) without any 

need for pre-confi guration or selection by the truck driver. 

As TIMM is independently purchasing the controller without 

truck-side equipment, it is fully compatible to appropriate le-

vel sensors of several manufactures and brands. 

2. Control outputs and data interface to the loading control 
     system

As per standard an overfi ll prevention unit shall provide a 

binary signal (“permissive” to indicate fi lling release or 

EUS-2 control outputs

Enhanced solution by TIMM‘s Overfi ll Prevention Controller 
EUS-2: 

Analog communication

In order to achieve highest levels of safety and effi ciency in 

the loading processes, the integration of overfi ll prevention 

controllers to the process control systems by providing in-

telligent status information is benefi cial and state-of-the-art 

technology. Therefore, beside the standardised fi lling release 

output EUS-2 offers additional, individually confi gurable con-

trol outputs of different types (relay contacts and NAMUR 

signals). The further outputs serve to provide additional infor-

mation about grounding, fi lling process, overfi lling or truck 

connector put in parking position separately. By comparing 

the general fi lling release signal with an additional control 

signal, it is for example possible to differ between a solvab-

le situation (e.g. missing vapour recovery or grounding) and 

a factual overfi lling. Also control of traffi c lights or barriers is 

possible by using an additional control output in related con-

fi guration mode.

A special feature to increase the level of safety when trans-

mitting information from the overfi ll prevention controller to 

the loading control system are NAMUR output signals. The 
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intrinsically safe NAMUR outputs are two-wire transmitting 

a status signal by using a current of more than 0.4 mA, which 

correlates with specific values of current and voltage. The 

advantage of using NAMUR signals is given by the ability to 

identify a faulty cable connection. Any broken or short-con-

nected control line can be detected. 

Network data communication 

In addition, EUS-2 offers an intrinsically safe data bus inter-

face to receive and transmit the controller’s status informa-

tion to a terminal management software or external process 

control system. This allows for an intelligent central control 

as well as an efficient failure diagnosis to identify sources of 

error in the bottom loading process (e.g. missing vapour re-

covery or overfilled compartment) by remote control. There-

by tracing the particular number of overfilled compartment 

is possible. In addition, EUS-2 transmits type and status of 

all level sensors, total number of compartments of the con-

nected tank truck and operational mode or error messages. 

The intrinsically safe data bus system is also capable to inter-

connect with other devices like card readers and brings this 

communication to a single transmission interface for the Ter-

minal Automation System.

Intrinsically safe data bus interface

Enhanced solution by TIMM‘s Overfill Prevention Controller 
EUS-2: 

The EUS-2 controller is equipped  with a separate terminal 

box for easy connection of the cables.

3.2. Installation on loading rack with breakaway coupling

For easy changing of cables and to prevent extensive dama-

ges at the loading rack caused by tank trucks driving away 

still being linked with the overfill prevention controller, a di-

sconnector socket junction box is recommended. The truck 

connector cable detaches from its junction box. The rack can 

still kept operating while repairing broken connections. The 

junction box is directly connected to the overfill prevention 

controller and includes a disconnector socket for flexible 

changing of truck connector cables. 

Enhanced solution by TIMM‘s Overfill Prevention Controller 

EUS-2: 

Optionally, the disconnector junction box is also available 

with a so-called “parking socket” – a park position detector 

for the truck connector plugs. This feature was invented to 

help preventing “drive-away incidents”. As soon as the truck 

connector plug is recognised being connected to the parking 

socket, EUS-2 generates a signal that can be used for control 

of signal lights and/or a barrier. This is not only for prevention 

of serious damages, but also serves as preventive measure in 

the form of guiding the truck driver. 

Parking socket connected next to barrier control

3. Installation options

For maximum efficiency, the installation of the overfill pre-

vention controller must meet the requirements of the ope-

rator. So there are different opportunities for installing the 

overfill prevention controller at the loading bay. 

3.1. Installation on loading rack

This is a simple and budget-friendly solution where the coi-

led cable with truck connector is directly connected to the 

control unit. 

4. Intuitive human-machine-interaction (HMI)

As per standard, the stationary controller as minimum shall 

be equipped with signal lights for the release output status, 

the earth static bonding status and a wet sensor identifica-

tion. Some older types of controller still being used and offe-

red, even do not meet this minimum requirements as they 

do not provide information about the concerning compart-

ment in case of an overfilling. 
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le signalling LEDs at the front of the overfill prevention con-

troller. In case of any failure or disturbance, the operator gets 

information about the source of failure directly on the display 

as plain text message. 

The large graphic display and the joystick control inside the 

housing, easily accessible on the backside of the front cover, 

enable an easy commissioning of the Overfill Prevention 

Controller EUS-2. The main menu contains settings for lan-

guage, values, relay and NAMUR outputs, data communica-

tion interface, default, reset, system info and the display, and 

can be operated intuitively. 

5. Maintenance

Efficient maintenance processes are particularly important 

at highly frequented loading terminals. Delays in clearing the 

loading may upset the tour plans of the truck drivers and lead 

to a loss of profits when loading bays are blocked for longer.

Enhanced solution by TIMM‘s Overfill Prevention Controller 
EUS-2: 

The Overfill Prevention Controller EUS-2 is designed under 

the intelligent explosion protection concept (IEPC) that is 

unique to TIMM. IEPC is based on an advantageous combi-

nation of different types of protection. Without using a flame 

proof enclosure, the EUS-2 unit can be safely and user-friend-

ly operated within the gas hazardous area for configuration, 

maintenance or changing of cables.

Combining types of protection “powder filling” (Ex q), increa-

sed safety” (Ex e) and “intrinsic safety” (Ex i) in a smart way 

the main enclosure can be opened in potentially explosive at-

mospheres for joystick-operated configuration. The separate 

terminal housing can be opened – when power is switched 

off – in hazardous areas as well for easy exchange of direct-

ly connected cables. Opposed to traditional equipment that 

utilize Ex d enclosures this eliminates the need to remove and 

replace numerous locking screws (typically around 12 bolts) 

to access the device and reduces potential damage to flame 

paths. 

The EUS-2 control unit is approved for operation in gas ha-

zardous areas according to latest European ATEX directive 

2014/34/EU, EAC Ex regulation TR-CU 012/2011 and internatio-

nal IECEx scheme. 

The control unit is fully operational with the factory pre- 

setting. All configuration is optional for adopting it to special 

customer’s needs. Overfill Prevention Controller 
EUS-2

Enhanced solution by TIMM‘s Overfill Prevention Control-
ler EUS-2: 

To ensure an optimized 

process flow at the loa-

ding gantry, the advanced 

TIMM Overfill Prevention 

Controller EUS-2 is equip-

ped with a plain text mes-

sage display, showing the 

present status of the cont-

roller and the determined 

information about con-

nected tank truck. With 

data bus linkage, it is also 

possible to set the display 

language individually and 

automatically to mother’s 

tongue of the truck driver. 

The release status can be 

identified by clearly visib-

Joystick navigation inside housing of EUS-2
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About TIMM

H. Timm Elektronik GmbH (called TIMM), located in the Northern Part of Germany, is a specialized developer and producer of elec-

tronic measurement and control devices. Since 1963, TIMM‘s monitored grounding solutions have been safeguarding operating 

facilities around the world. TIMM‘s specially developed Intelligent Explosion Protection Concept (IEPC) enables you to put TIMM 

devices into operation and also maintain them very easily in hazardous areas. 

Prevalent application areas of TIMM devices are the petrochemical and chemical industry. Our products provide safe loading and 

unloading of infl ammable liquids as well as qualifi ed access control to hazardous areas.

Together with our global sales partners we supply our products around the world by taking the individual requirements of our 

customers to achieve a suitable application solution. 

For further information 

Please contact our sales and technical support team at TIMM:

e-mail  info@timm-technology.de   |  phone  +49 40 248 35 63 - 0 |  web  www.timm-technology.de/en/contact/


